PrairieLearn Question Authoring: : REFERENCE
Question Structure
A question is a problem that a student will solve.
The five common components to creating a question are:
" questions
AUTHORSPACE
" solarSystem
QUESTION ID
! info.json
OVERVIEW
# question.html
DISPLAY
$ server.py
LOGIC
For the example covered here, when combined they produce:

Live: https://prairielearn.engr.illinois.edu/pl
Docs: https://prairielearn.readthedocs.io
Code: https://github.com/prairielearn
Help: https://prairielearn.slack.com

Overview (! info.json)
The ! info.json file provides an overview of the question including its title, learning objective, and tags.
title
Name of the question displayed
topic
Overarching theme akin to a
textbook chapter, e.g. "Vectors"
tags
Details about who wrote the
question or if it is exam-only.

{

"uuid": "daada7db-d151-4c5e-bcbb-67db3f47b5d6",
"title": "Ordering planets in the solar system",
"topic": "Solar System",
"tags": ["balamut2", "xc101", "Fa20", "secret"],
"type": "v3"

}

uuid
Unique identifier for the question
https://www.uuidgenerator.net/

type
Question design system.
Always use the 'v3' system .

Display (# question.html)
Anything that must be shown to a student to solve the problem must be in # question.html.

pl-multiple-choice
Pre-made element for selecting a
single answer from a list of choices.
pl-answer
Stores possible responses for multiple
choice and selection problems.

Under this structure, there is one folder questions/ that may
have as many subfolders as there are questions. Specifically:
• questions/ - where all course questions reside; and
• question id ('QID') - name of the subfolder that identifies
the question.
When working in the questions' space for the course, QID is a
helpful way to locate the question you wish to edit.

<pl-question-panel>
Which planet is {{params.question_prompt}} the sun?
</pl-question-panel>

pl-question-panel
Display directions, figures, or data.
Any content in-between will not be shown
in submission or answer views.

<pl-multiple-choice answers-name="ans">
<pl-answer correct="true"> {{params.correct_answer}}</pl-answer>
<pl-answer correct="false">{{params.wrong_answer1}}</pl-answer>
<pl-answer correct="false">{{params.wrong_answer2}}</pl-answer>
<pl-answer correct="false">{{params.wrong_answer3}}</pl-answer>
</pl-multiple-choice>

Logic ($ server.py)

{{params.*}}
generated values from server.py. Escape
special HTML characters with {{{params.*}}}

Write a $ server.py for questions to be unique for each student through randomization.
import random
Enable Python's randomization
libraries to be used.

import random

generate(data)
Creates the parameters {{params.*}}
for the problem.
scenarios
Python list of dictionaries containing
part of a question prompt and answer.

def generate(data):
# Create a list of questions with their answers
scenarios = [
{"question": "closest to", "answer": "Mercury"},
{"question": "6th away from", "answer": "Saturn"},
{"question": "7th away from", "answer": "Uranus"},
{"question": "farthest from", "answer": "Neptune"}]

random.shuﬀle(scenarios)
Changes order of the scenarios.

# Randomize scenario positions
random.shuffle(scenarios)

PrairieLearn's strength is its flexibility in designing questions
with its built-in elements across diﬀerent kinds of formats:
• static - same question for each student.
• dynamic - individualized questions through randomization.
• external - securely evaluated and auto grade code.

data['params']['var']
Exports data to be accessed in
question.html

# First shuffled scenario is the one we will take as correct
data['params']['question_prompt'] = scenarios[0]['question']
data['params']['correct_answer'] = scenarios[0]['answer']
# Next three shuffled scenarios
data['params']['wrong_answer1']
data['params']['wrong_answer2']
data['params']['wrong_answer3']

are the distractors
= scenarios[1]['answer']
= scenarios[2]['answer']
= scenarios[3]['answer']

scenarios[1]['answer']
Obtain the answer for the second
scenario to use as a distractor.
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Elements

pre-made components for common tasks when creating assessment items across the categories of: submission, decoration, and conditionals.
Decorative improve how the question is displayed to students.

Submission receive a response from a student
○ (a) Dog pl-multiple-choice: Select only one option from a list.
& (b) Cat answers-name, weight, inline, number-answers, fixed-order
pl-answer: List possible answer choices.
○ (c) Car
correct='true'
' (a) Dog
' (b) Cat
( (c) Car
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pl-checkbox: Select multiple options from a list.
answers-name, weight, inline, number-answers, fixed-order,
min-correct, max-correct,
partial-credit='true', partial-credit-method='EDC',
hide-help-text, detailed-help-text, hide-answer-panel
pl-answer: List possible answer choices.
correct='true'
pl-number-input: Fill in a real or complex number.
answers-name, weight, correct-answer, display, label='$y = $',
suﬀix='cm2', size='35', allow-complex="true", allow-fractions="true"
comparison='relabs', rtol, atol, digits,
show-help-text, show-placeholder, show-correct-answer
pl-integer-input: Fill in an integer.
answers-name, weight, correct-answer, display, label='$y = $',
suﬀix='cm2', show-help-text, size='35'

def square(x):
return x * x
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pl-matrix-component-input: Fill in a matrix element-by-element.
answers-name, weight, label='$y = $', comparison='relabs', rtol, atol, digits,
allow-partial-credit, allow-complex, allow-feedback, allow-fractions

pl-matrix-input: Supply a matrix in a supported programming language
answers-name, weight, allow-complex="true", digits,
comparison='relabs', rtol, atol, show-help-text

Question View

pl-question-panel
Display directions for the problem.
Note: Keep any submission
elements outside the panel
conditional elements as the premade submission elements
automatically change what is
shown depending on the question
state.

pl-python-variable: Show Python variables and pandas' DataFrame.
params-name, text, prefix, suﬀix, no-highlight

{'a': 1, 'b': 2, 'c': 3}

pl-figure: Embed an image file in the question.
file-name, type='dynamic', directory='clientFilesQuestion',
width='250px'
Download data.txt pl-file-download: Provide static or generated data.
file-name, label, type='dynamic', force-download='true',
directory='clientFilesQuestion'

pl-symbolic-input: Fill in and evaluate a mathematical expression.
answers-name, weight, correct-answer, display, label='$y = $', suﬀix='cm2'
variables='x, y', allow-complex='false', imaginary-unit-for-display='i',
show-help-text, size='35'
pl-string-input: Fill in a string value.
answers-name, weight, correct-answer, display, label='$y = $', suﬀix='cm2',
remove-leading-trailing, remove-spaces, allow-blank,
ignore-case, placeholder, size,

pl-code: Display code with syntax highlighting.
language, prevent-select, source-file-name
no-highlight, highlight-lines, highlight-lines-color

Conditionals include or suppress information based on question state.

pl-variable-output: Provide matrices or scalar values in code form.
digits, default-tab='python'
show-matlab, show-mathematica, show-python, show-r

Name Type

Description

m

Slope

Number

pl-overlay: Layer and position elements.
width, height, clip
pl-location: Position an element
left, top, right, bottom, valign='middle', halign='center'
pl-background: Provide a background image.

pl-file-upload: Upload code, essay, or data files.
answers-name, file-names='mat.py, test.py'

Answer View

pl-external-grader-variables: List required and given variables.
params-name='names_for_user' or 'names_from_user'

Show matrices using appropriate LaTeX commands.
1 2 pl-matrix-latex:
params-name, presentation-type, digits
A=
[3 4]

pl-file-editor: Provide an in-browser code editor for submissions.
file-names='mat.py, test.py', source-file-name='initial_code.py',
min-lines,max-lines,auto-resize, preview
ace-mode='ace/mode/python', ace-theme

Submission View

<pl-hide-in-panel question='true'>
Show only in submission and answer views
</pl-hide-in-panel>
<pl-hide-in-panel submission='true'>
Shown in question and answer states.
</pl-hide-in-panel>
<pl-hide-in-panel answer='true'>
Output only in question and submission
</pl-hide-in-panel>

pl-answer-panel
Provide an explanation of the
answer after a student is unable to
submit further answers for grading
either because they answered
correctly or exceeded the amount
of attempts.
pl-hide-in-panel
Suppress content from being
shown in specific question states.
Overrides any nested element
states.
question, submission, answer
pl-external-grader-results
Show results from externally
graded questions and the
submitted student work that was
graded.

pl-graph: Construct graphs with or without adjacency matrix
engine='dot', params-name-matrix, params-name-labels
weights, weights-digits, weights-presentation-type

pl-threejs: Manipulate objects in 3D
See reference guide…

pl-submission-panel
Show a message along with the
student input regardless whether
the submission is correct,
incorrect, or invalid.

pl-drawing, pl-prairiedraw-figure: Construct interactive drawings
See reference guide…

Copying a Question

File Browser

The best way to get started
with elements listed above
is to copy the 'Template'
questions and fill them in
with your content. Click on
the desired question from
the question space and go
to the
Settings tab.

Each file for a question
can be edited in-browser
using the ) Files tab.
Contents are modified
by pressing ) Edit

Web Editor
The editing interface is
similar to the pl-fileeditor element. Any
changes must be saved
by pressing Save and
Sync.
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